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Countries other than the US and CA. California duck hunting trips, the past hunting seasons, and share
information about California duck hunting guides. Have fun and tell your best hunting jokes about Illinois.
Learn, share and discuss valuable tips and tricks with others. A few topics of discussion would be public
hunting land in Kentucky, local techniques, and much more. From lay out boat hunting on the great lakes to
the stubble fields. Log in and discuss your Minnesota duck hunting experiences. Learn why Mississippi Delta
duck hunting is what we like to do best. Also MO is becoming one of the top Snow goose hunting
destinations. From Sprg to Snow Geese. Discuss here in the Nevada duck hunting forum. Share with others
your New Jersey duck hunting experiences. Read others posts and share your thoughts here. This is the place
to discuss it all. A place to discuss duck hunting in North Carolina and other waterfowl. From lay out boat
hunting on Lake Erie to the fields and rivers of OH. Share your strategies here. This Pennsylvania duck
hunting forum is a great place to discuss hunting practices from all over the state. Learn and share your
experiences duck hunting in the Republic of Texas. From the Canada geese of the Panhandle to the Snows of
Houston and estuaries for ducks on the coast and the livestock impoundments to the west. Discuss all of the
Washington duck hunting topics here. Share your West Virginia duck hunting tips, tactics, insights and
information. Post here and read others views on Wisconsin duck hunting. From the mighty Mississippi river to
the west to the great lake of Michigan on the east, WI has many different types of hunting available to hunters.
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Some of us come from nations that have already outright banned trapping and feel that the United States has
fallen behind the rest of the world in regards to these cruel and indiscriminate devices. Many of the states that
allow trapping have few, if any, restrictions on where the traps can be placed and warnings for unintended
victims. Traps can be placed just a few feet from parks, commonly used pathways, private property, roads, and
even in parks and recreational areas. This puts people, tourists, and pets highly at risk for falling victim to
these traps. Also, while many of the states do have restrictions on how often the traps need to be checked, it is
usually days. This means an animal intended victim or not can be stuck in the trap suffering, exposed to
weather and other threats, and with little to no access to food and water for days. While traps usually do need
to be identified even the states admit it is nearly impossible to enforce this. Seattle, WA â€” A college student
stepped in a leg-hold trap while trying to free his dog from another leg-hold trap adjacent to it. Calais, ME â€”
A man was walking his dog when he stepped in a steel jawed leg-hold trap. Luckily he was wearing heavy
boots so he sustained no injuries but was later arrested for interfering with the trap. North Pole, Alaska â€” A
3 year old husky was stuck in a leg hold trap for an estimated weeks. During this time her weight had dropped
from 60 pounds to 20 pounds. Streetsboro, OH â€” A woman was walking in a city park and stepped on a steel
jawed leg-hold trap. Luckily she was wearing strong boots and suffered no injuries but needed the help of
several people to free her. Lebanon, CT â€” A family cat went missing for 10 days and when he returned he
was dragging a steel jawed leg-hold trap. The animal was rushed to a veterinarian and despite care, the cat lost
part of its paw. Scappoose, OR â€” A woman got her hand caught in a conibrear trap near her home. She
needed help from neighbors to free herself from the trap and ended up with nerve damage afterwards. She was
found in the trap about 10 feet from the road. There are dozens or hundreds? In addition to this, most of these
traps are designed to detain or incapacitate its victim, not kill it. As mentioned before, these animals are left to
suffer for days or weeks on hand. When the trapper comes the animals suffering does not end. Trappers
employ several methods to kill their prey â€” strangulation, drowning, bludgeoning, poisoning, standing on its
chest so it cannot breathe, using a catch pole around its neck and hitting the victim against the ground, rocks,
or trees, and so on. In most civilized nations any one of these acts to a pet or person would put the trapper in
jail yet it seems that in the United States that those rights only go as far as pets and humans and those rights
are ignored when it is wildlife who is the victim intended or not. People in many nations love to come to the
United States for vacation and we enjoy your many wonders- national parks like Yellowstone, Yosemite, and
unique ecosystems like the Florida Everglades, the Rocky Mountains, and the Great Lakes. Yet when the fear
of these traps come into the consideration many people have second thoughts about coming to the USA and
either shorten their trips because they do not include these attractions or do not come to the USA at all. We are
urging you to ban all trapping on public and federal land. These are places designated for all to enjoy but a
small percentage are making it difficult to fully enjoy them with their mechanical land mines. Why should a
few people be allowed to utilize the land in a way that is so dangerous that the majority cannot enjoy it?
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Merchants returning from trade missions to Overhill Cherokee villages in the Tennessee Valley brought back
news of the abundance of game west of the range, and began taking hunters along on their trade expeditions.
In and , Thomas Walker crossed the mountains and explored the Holston River valley, recording and widely
publicizing the location of Cumberland Gap â€” a pass near the modern border of Virginia, Kentucky, and
Tennesseeâ€” which allowed relatively easy access to the headwaters of the Tennessee and Cumberland rivers.
The expedition, which was launched in retaliation for the Cherokee sacking of Fort Loudoun in , forced the
Cherokee to sign a peace treaty. In , Daniel Boone , Richard Callaway and Benjamin Cutbirth explored the
upper Holston Valley as agents for Richard Henderson , a land speculator who later played an important role
in the early settlement of Tennessee. He built a cabin at the site around One member of the Smith expedition,
Uriah Stone, was hunting along a tributary of the Cumberland when a French hunting companion stole all of
his furs. The tributary was subsequently named Stones River. Although Crockett was killed, the various trails,
salt licks and camping areas identified by the and expeditions would later help guide the first English settlers
to the Middle Tennessee area. Both the Cherokee and the British, however, had considerable difficulty
enforcing this ban. In , Cherokee Chief Oconastota complained to the British Superintendent of Indian Affairs
that the entire Cherokee Nation was "filling with Hunters, and the guns rattling every way on the path. Walden
Ridge , the eastern escarpment of the Cumberland Plateau in Tennessee, is named for Elisha Walden, one of
the first English Americans to observe it. Percy Priest Lake impoundment of Stones River, in the area where
Uriah Stone had his furs stolen more than years earlier. The French wanted the region to connect their
holdings in Canada with New Orleans, and the British sought to establish a foothold in the Ohio Valley. The
maneuvers of French commander Pierre-Joseph Celoron de Blainville in discouraged English trade west of the
Appalachians, although English speculators remained interested in the region. With the fall of Fort Duquesne
and the construction of Fort Pitt in , however, the French were forced to evacuate the region. The French
departure and a relative state of peace with the Cherokee during the same period opened up the region to
English explorers and hunters. In , an expedition led by James Harrod and Michael Holsteiner Michael Stoner
crossed Kentucky from north-to-south, reaching the Nashville area several weeks after departing from the
Illinois Country. Around the same time, an expedition led by Benjamin Cutbirth crossed Cumberland Gap and
pushed all the way to the Mississippi River, where they shipped the pelts they had collected down to New
Orleans. The following year, the two led an expedition into Kentucky, traveling up the Rockcastle River and
establishing a station camp at Red Lick Fork. While Boone and a companion named John Stuart were hunting
along the Kentucky River, they were captured by the Shawnee , and their pelts were confiscated. They
returned to their station camp to find it plundered, and learned that Finley and the rest of the expedition had
returned to North Carolina. Undeterred, Boone and Stuart continued hunting in the region. Boone was later
joined by his brother, Squire , and the Boone brothers remained in the Kentucky wilderness until Although
they again had their pelts confiscated when they were intercepted by the Cherokee at Cumberland Gap, the
Boones were nevertheless eager to return to settle in the region. Legacy[ edit ] Numerous natural and political
entities in Kentucky bear the names of long hunters, including Boone County and Boonesborough , named for
Daniel Boone, and Harrodsburg , named for James Harrod. Kenton County is named for Simon Kenton , who,
believing he was a fugitive, spent the mids hunting in eastern Kentucky.
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What you need to know Hunting in Germany: There are over , square kilometers of huntable area in the
country, with almost , recorded hunters from a population of almost 90 million. The main authorities
overseeing hunting and hunters are: First, a hunting license is required; then a hunting permit is needed for a
specific type of hunting, or a set period. A hunting license issued outside Germany may be sufficient to obtain
a hunting permit. If this is not the case, the full German license is needed. The national hunting examination
must be taken and passed to qualify for a hunting license. The exam includes a written and an oral test as well
as a shooting test. The main areas covered are: Knowledge of different species of game, basic animal biology,
game damage prevention, farming and forestry, firearms laws and techniques, hygienic inspection and
treatment of game, determination of game meat for human consumption, wildlife, nature and landscape
conservation laws. Hunting and falconer examinations, organized by the Hunting Authority, are held once a
year in Berlin. Gun and Hunting Permits www. Additional documents required are: Evidence of participation
in firearms training, two passport photos, hunting accident insurance documents. Upon successfully
completing the hunting examination, hunting permits can be obtained through the LKA. Hunting permits
Permits are only issued upon proof of a valid hunting license and a Civil Liability Insurance for Hunting. A
General Hunting Accident Insurance is also recommended. Permitted Methods of Hunting Permission is
required to hunt in Germany and the rights to hunting always belong to the land-owner. Hunting areas may be
privately owned, or part of a hunting co-operative. Hunting rights may also be leased to a third party. Hunting
methods fall into three categories in Germany: Gun licenses There are no caliber restrictions for shooting
although 12, 16 and 20 bore shot are the norm. Automatic or semi-automatic weapons with space for more
than two cartridges in the magazine are not permitted for hunting in Germany. To download an application
form for a gun license in Germany, go to www. Hunting Seasons in Germany Hunting seasons in Germany
differ from state to state. Information is best obtained from the respective landowner. A German hunting
license grants its holder the right of hunting within legal ordinances. It is also the precondition to own hunting
arms and ammunition. The actual right to exercise hunting in a specific area is entitled to the respective
land-owners. The purpose of the hunting license is to ensure that only well trained persons may exercise
hunting. Applicants must fulfill the following requirements: The hunting exam is a test of expertise with a
high failure rate. To pass it, each applicant has to participate in a comprehensive, difficult instruction course
which consists largely of the areas shooting shotgun and rifle , theory esp. Theodoros Fabisch Related posts
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As of , there were just fewer than 70 million million pet dogs in America and more than two-thirds of
American households had a dog. Of the 10 most popular breeds in America in , half originated in Germany,
three in Britain, one in Canada and one of unknown origin. Americans favor larger dogs, with European
breeds making up the majority of the top 10 most popular list. Labrador Retriever The Labrador originated in
Canada and takes his name from his home region. This breed is universally regarded as the ultimate family
dog, great with kids, intelligent and eager to please his owner. He originally was bred for bird hunting, where
his soft mouth and strong retrieving instincts ideal for bringing back felled birds. German Shepherd The
German shepherd has a checkered history in America. After the World War I, his popularity waned as
anti-German sentiment swelled. But starring roles for the breed in the media as Rin Tin Tin and Strongheart
saw this intelligent and popularity of this protective breed grow once again. Prior to that, they were relatively
rare in the country, while exceedingly popular as a game retriever in Britain. The specific origins of the beagle
were never established, however the breed first became established in England during the Middle Ages. This
breed loves to track scent. His adorable floppy ears help him, by trapping scent around his head while his nose
is to the ground. Bulldog This quintessentially British breed loves children, has boundless affection and likes
nothing better than being close to his owners. Although originally bred for bull-baiting, his fiercer traits have
diminished over the generations. Yorkshire Terrier Bucking the trend of big dogs, the Yorkshire terrier might
be tiny but he has a big personality. These dogs are declining in popularity, but have a dedicated army of
admirers that should see them keep their place in the top 10 for years to come. Boxer Quirky, energetic, strong
and loyal, the boxer makes an excellent guard dog, watch dog and assistance dog but is equally happy to chill
out in front of the fire. The boxer is part of a national trend that shows Americans are beginning to
increasingly favor mastiff type breeds. Poodle Another German import, this water dog is admired for his
tightly curled coat and his high intelligence. Rottweiler The biggest breed in the top 10, this powerful yet
affectionate dog makes a formidable guard dog. His reputation as a menace is undeserved and with proper
training, he makes a loyal and trustworthy companion. Dachshund This German hound has an army of famous
admirers, including John F. Kennedy, Queen Victoria and Picasso. The rising popularity of big breeds means
that in , this playful and friendly breed was bumped down a place in the top 10 by his compatriot the
rottweiler.
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